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While the braincase of adult Neanderthals was similarly capacious as that of modern humans,

14

differences in endocranial shape suggest different brain morphologies. When and how these

15

differences arose during evolution and development is a topic of ongoing research, with

16

potential implications for species-specific differences in brain and cognitive development,

17

and in life history [1, 2]. Earlier research suggested that Neanderthals followed an ancestral

18

mode of brain development, similar to that of our closest living relatives, the chimpanzees [2-

19

4]. Modern humans, on the other hand, were suggested to follow a uniquely derived mode of

20

brain development just after birth, giving rise to the characteristically globular shape of the

21

adult human brain case [2, 4, 5].

22

Here we re-examine this hypothesis using an extended sample of Neanderthal infants

23

documenting endocranial development during the decisive first two years of postnatal life.

24

The new data indicate that Neanderthals followed largely similar modes of endocranial

25

development as modern humans (Fig. 1). These findings challenge the notion that human

26

brain and cognitive development after birth is uniquely derived [2, 4].

27

We analyzed endocranial shape change from the time around birth to adulthood in a

28

sample of Nh= 79 modern humans and Nn=15 Neanderthals (see Supplemental Table S1). The

29

Neanderthal sample comprises the neonate from Mezmaiskaya Cave [1], two infants from

30

Dederiyeh Cave with estimated ages at death of 1.6 and 2.0 years, respectively [1], six

31

specimens documenting late infancy to adolescence, and six adult specimens (Table S1). Each

32

specimen was reconstructed with computer-assisted methods, and is represented in the

33

analyses by a range of morphologies that reflects variation resulting from independent

34

reconstructions, and from multiple interpolations of missing regions. Endocranial form was

35

quantified with a set of K=921 three-dimensional anatomical landmarks (see Supplemental

36

Fig. S1A), and shape variation was analyzed with methods of geometric morphometrics (see

37

Supplemental Materials and Methods).
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38

Figure 1 shows that Neanderthals and modern humans have distinct endocranial

39

morphologies already at birth. After birth, however, endocranial development in both species

40

follows largely similar trajectories. The trajectories exhibit different early and late phases (Fig.

41

1A). In both species, during the early phase the cerebellar fossa, and the temporal and frontal

42

pole regions expand with positive allometry relative to the overall endocranial surface area,

43

while the parietal vault region expands with negative allometry (Fig. 1B). During the late

44

phase, the cerebellar fossa and endocranial vault regions exhibit less expansion than the basal

45

region (Fig. 1B).

46

Endocranial shape change during the first years of postnatal life mostly reflects

47

changes in brain shape, because the neurocranial bones are not yet fused [3]. The pattern of

48

early endocranial development visualized in Fig. 1B thus likely reflects substantial expansion

49

of the cerebellum, and of the temporal and frontal cortical poles relative to other brain regions.

50

On the other hand, the pattern of late endocranial development mostly reflects a decrease in

51

brain growth rates during late childhood, while the cranial base continues to grow. As a result,

52

endocranial sphericity is reduced toward adulthood (Fig. 1B) [6].

53

Commonalities and differences between Neanderthal and modern human modes of

54

endocranial development permit inferences on the evolutionary history of brain development.

55

Differences in endocranial morphology at birth reflect species-specific differences in brain

56

and cranial development before birth, supporting earlier evidence for pervasive differences in

57

prenatal skull development between species [1, 7]. The early postnatal mode of endocranial

58

development, which was previously described as a uniquely human feature, is also present in

59

the Neanderthals. It remains to be investigated whether it is a shared developmental feature of

60

modern humans and Neanderthals already present in their last common ancestor (LCA), or

61

whether it was not present in the LCA, and evolved in parallel in Neanderthals and modern

62

humans.

63

While early postnatal changes in endocranial shape are a proxy of brain development,

64

the increase in endocranial volume (ECV) is a proxy of brain growth. Tracking ECV

65

expansion from birth to adulthood indicated that Neanderthals and Late Pleistocene modern

66

humans followed largely similar brain growth trajectories [1]. Combining the evidence on

67

brain growth [1] and brain development (this study), we conclude that postnatal brain

68

ontogeny was largely similar in Neanderthals and coeval modern human populations. These

69

findings are in contrast with previous studies [2, 4], which proposed species-specific

70

differences in early postnatal brain development, and possible differences in cognitive

71

development between Neanderthals and modern humans. The data provided here do not

72

support this hypothesis, and are most parsimoniously interpreted as evidence for similar brain

73

development, and similar cognitive development in Neanderthals and modern humans.
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74

It is worth considering the potential significance of Neanderthal-modern human

75

similarities in brain and cognitive development in the light of genetic evidence for

76

interbreeding across species boundaries [8]. Early brain and cognitive development is

77

substantially influenced by an infant’s socio-cultural environment [9]. Similar modes of brain

78

and cognitive development in Neanderthals and modern humans might thus have facilitated

79

the behavioral integration of Neanderthal-modern human offspring in their human “host”

80

groups, ultimately facilitating the introgression of Neanderthal alleles into the modern human

81

gene pool [8]. Further research will be required, however, to test this hypothesis with

82

genomic and archeological evidence documenting the complex spatiotemporal patterning of

83

Neanderthal-modern human interactions [8, 10].

84
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89

Figure Legend

90
91

Figure 1. Neanderthal and modern human endocranial development.

92

(A) Developmental trajectories through shape space (the first two principal components, PC1

93

and PC2, account for 47% of total shape variation in the sample). Green: modern humans.

94

Polygons and labels indicate range of variation and mean values, respectively, for consecutive

95

age classes (A: preterm fetus; B: neonate; C/D: incomplete/complete deciduous dentition;

96

E/F/G: first/second/third molar erupted). Green arrows approximate early (neonate to infant)

97

and late (infant to adult) phases of ontogeny. Red: Neanderthals. Labels represent individual

98

specimens (Mez: Mezmaiskaya neonate; De1/De2: Dederiyeh 1 and 2 infants; Sub: Subalyuk

99

2; Roc: Roc de Marsal; Gi2: Gibraltar 2; Eng: Engis 2; Tes: Teshik Tash; Mou: Le Moustier

100

1; Gi1: Gibraltar 1; Amu: Amud 1; Tab: Tabun 1; Sp1/Sp2: Spy 1/2; Gua: Guattari 1; see

101

Table S1 for individual ages). Each Neanderthal specimen is represented by a set of

102

reconstructive variants (polygons). Red arrows indicate early and late phases of ontogeny.

103

Gray arrows indicate difference between neonates of Neanderthals and modern humans. See

104

also Figure S1B.

105

(B) Patterns of endocranial shape transformation corresponding to the arrows in graph A.

106

Shape change from neonate to infant, and from infant to adult morphologies in Neanderthals

107

(H. n.; red) and modern humans (H. s.; green). Gray arrows: difference between neonate

108

modern human and Neanderthal endocrania. Yellow/blue hues indicate the amount of local

109

surface change (positive/negative deviation from isometric expansion) required to reach the

110

endocranial morphology at the tip of the arrow from the morphology at the base of the arrow.

111

Note that species-specific differences in endocranial morphology are present already at birth,

112

but that patterns of postnatal endocranial development are largely similar in both species. See

113

also Figure S1C.
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Figure S1. Related to Figure 1.
(A) Endocranial landmarks used for geometric morphometric analyses. Red: fixed landmarks; black:
curve semilandmarks; blue: surface semilandmarks.
(B) Extended version of Figure 1A. Patterns of interindividual and intraindividual variation of
endocranial shape (same data as in Fig. 1A). Green symbols: modern humans. Letters indicate
endocranial shape of individual modern human specimens representing age groups A-G (see Table S1);
filled polygons are convex hulls drawn around age groups. Red and blue symbols: Neanderthals (the
two colors are only used to disambiguate overlapping specimens). Filled polygons indicate variation
among independent virtual reconstructions of one and the same specimen (specimens are identified by
numbers 1-9 and letters U-Z). Outlined polygons represent the range of variation resulting from
interpolation of missing regions in a given virtual reconstruction of a Neanderthal specimen (data
represented for a subset of reconstructions).
(C) Extended version of Fig. 1B. Patterns of endocranial shape transformation along the arrows
indicated in graph S1B.

1

Table S1. Sample structure.
A: modern humans
group
pre-term
neonate
incomplete deciduous
complete deciduous
M1 erupted
M2 erupted
M3 erupted

age class
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

N
16
7
6
17
10
9
14

B: Neanderthals
specimen
Mezmaiskaya
Dederiyeh 1
Dederiyeh 2
Engis 2
Subalyuk 2
Roc de Marsal
Gibraltar 2
Teshik Tash
Le Moustier 1
Amud 1
Gibraltar 1
Guattari
Tabun 1
Spy 1
Spy 2

age class
B
C
C
D
D
D
D
E
F
G
G
G
G
G
G

individual age
1-2 weeks
1.6 years
2.0 y
3.0 y
3.2 y
4.5 y
4.6 y
8.0 y
11.6-12.1 y
adult
adult
adult
adult
adult
adult

reference
[S1]
[S1]
[S1]
[S2]
[S3]
[S2]
[S2]
[S3]
[S2]

2

Supplemental Materials and Methods
The modern human (H. sapiens) sample consists of N=79 crania representing cross-sectional
ontogenetic series from preterm fetuses to adults (Table S1A). Specimens were grouped according to
their maxillary dental eruption stage: preterm fetus (stage A), neonate (B), incomplete/complete
deciduous dentition (C/D), first/second/third permanent molars fully erupted (E/F/G). Subsamples
representing neonate to early postnatal ontogeny mostly consist of wet-preserved specimens (frozen,
formalin/alcohol), which exhibit only minor deformation and/or shrinkage compared to dry skeletal
specimens, thus minimizing potential deformation bias. Males and females are represented in similar
proportions throughout the sample. Specimens are from the Collections of the Anthropological Institute
and Museum of the University of Zurich, the Anatomical Institute of the University of Zurich, the
University Children's Hospital Zurich, the University Hospital Leuven, the Natural History Museum
London, and the Kyoto University Anatomical Collections, and represent a mixed-population sample.
The Neanderthal sample consists of N=15 specimens representing neonate to adult stages (Table S1B).
Volumetric data of all crania were acquired with computed tomography (CT), using beam
collimations between 0.5 and 1.0 mm, and performing cross-sectional reconstructions with voxel sizes
between 0.23 and 0.53 mm. For each cranium, the endocranial surface was digitally extracted from the
CT data volume following procedures described in [S4], and using the softwares Avizo and Geomagic
Studio. Endocranial volumes (ECV) were evaluated from the surface data using the software Avizo.
For each Neanderthal specimen several independent CT-based virtual reconstructions were
performed to obtain a range of possible morphologies [S5]. Wherever possible, regions missing on one
side were completed by mirror-imaged parts preserved on the other side. Endocranial landmarks (Fig.
S1A) were positioned on the reconstruction, and landmark locations corresponding to missing regions
on both sides of the endocast were completed with thin-plate spline (TPS) interpolation methods [S6].
These procedures take into account two sources of reconstructive variation: a) variation among
multiple independent anatomical reconstructions, and b) variation among multiple interpolations of
missing regions.
Endocranial (EC) morphology was quantified with K=921 three-dimensional anatomical
landmarks (LMs), which are distributed equally over the entire surface of the endocast, and represent
fixed LMs (Kp=27), curve semilandmarks (SLMs) (Kc=110), and surface SLMs (Ks=784) (Fig. S1A).
Fixed LMs and curve SLMs were acquired with Avizo. Curves were defined manually as cubic splines
with densely spaced nodes between fixed endpoints, and equidistant curve SLMs were sampled along
the splines. A template of regularly-spaced surface SLMs was defined for one specimen, then warped
to every other specimen, using the fixed LMs and curve SLMs as nodes of a TPS interpolation
function, and projecting the warped surface SLMs onto the target specimens along endocranial surface
normals. To optimize the position of SLMs and establish geometric correspondence across all
specimens of the sample, the curve SLMs were allowed to slide along tangents to the curves, and the
surface SLMs along tangents to the surface [S7]. Sliding was iterated until convergence to the
minimum bending energy criterion [S8]. Since natural patterns of left-right asymmetry are not
considered here, all specimens were symmetrized via relabeled reflection of landmarks. Finally,
Generalized Procrustes analysis (GPA) was applied to minimize differences in scale, position and
orientation between the specimens' landmark configurations. Principal component analysis (PCA) was
used to reduce the dimensionality of shape space and visualize major patterns of shape variation in the
sample. All procedures were performed with the R package Morpho [S9].
Actual physical patterns of endocranial shape change were visualized using color-mapping
methods described earlier [S10]. Since endocranial volumes and surfaces increase along the entire
developmental trajectory, endocranial shape change is visualized in terms of positive versus negative
allometric expansion (allometric exponents >1 versus <1) of local regions of the endocranial surface.
This method provides a coordinate-free representation of shape transformation, which is independent
of the Procrustes registration used to superimpose source and target morphologies. The resulting
patterns hint at local changes in relative endocranial surface area, and potentially in relative surface
area of the underlying brain structures.

Supplemental Results
Interpretation of the results of PCA
PCA is a statistical technique to reduce the dimensionality of multivariate data, and to explore principal
patterns of shape variation in the sample in a low-dimensional version of multivariate space, as defined
by the first few principal components (PCs). In our analyses, the first 6 PCs account for 73% of total
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variation of the sample (PC1: 32%, PC2: 15%, PC3: 9%, PC4: 8%, PC5: 6%, PC6: 3%). Considering
that PCs are statistical rather than biological entities, they are used here with the only purpose of
visualizing principal patterns and magnitudes of shape variation among and within species, age groups,
and reconstructive variants of fossil specimens (Figs. 1A and S2B). Actual physical patterns of
endocranial shape change (Figs. 1B and S2C) are based on group-specific mean shapes, which
represent the shape information comprised in all PCs.
Comparison of the directions of ontogenetic trajectory segments
While color-mapping procedures permit direct visual comparison of Neanderthal and human patterns
of endocranial shape change (Figs. 1B and S1C), we also compared directions of developmental
trajectory segments through shape space (Fig. 1A and S1B) using the methods proposed in ref. [S11].
The three hypotheses to test here were as follows: (1) early and late ontogenetic trajectories have
different directions through shape space, both for Neanderthals and modern humans; (2) early
trajectories of Neanderthals and modern humans have similar directions through shape space; (3) late
trajectories of Neanderthals and modern humans have similar directions through shape space. To test
these hypotheses the sample was subdivided, for each species, into two subgroups, "early
development" (preterm, neonate, incomplete/complete deciduous dentition) and "late development"
(complete deciduous dentition, M1, M2, M3) (note that the “complete deciduous dentition” stage
represents the oldest stage of the “early development” group, and the youngest stage of the “late
development” group). For each species and each group, a trajectory segment vector was evaluated by
multivariate regression of endocranial shape on age class. Divergence between pairs of group-specific
vectors was evaluated statistically by 1000 random samplings of 20 specimens from the pooled-group
sample (reconstructive variants of Neanderthal specimens were treated as specimens). Results show
significant directional differences between early and late trajectory segments in both Neanderthals
(divergence angle φ=92.9º; p=0.012) and modern humans (φ=88.5º; p=0.009). On the other hand, early
trajectories of both species exhibit similar directions (φ=26.9º; p=0.333), and late trajectories exhibit
similar directions as well (φ=26.6º; p=0.437).
Comparison of methods and results of this study with previous studies
Previous analyses suggested that endocranial morphologies of Neanderthals and modern humans were
largely similar at birth, but that species-specific modes of endocranial development diverged after
birth, with humans exhibiting a uniquely derived mode of development [S12, S13]. In contrast with
these findings, the present study indicates substantial endocranial differences between species at birth,
but largely similar modes of endocranial development after birth. Several factors might explain the
different outcomes of these studies.
- Sparse and fragmentary evidence from young Neanderthal infants. Reconstruction of the early
phase of postnatal endocranial development in Neanderthals in previous studies [S12, S13] relied
on two neonate specimens (Le Moustier 2 and Mezmaiskaya 1), and a single infant specimen
(Pech de l’Azé) with an estimated age at death of 2.2 years. Reconstructed endocranial shapes of
all three specimens were largely similar. The reported neonate-infant endocranial similarity [S12,
S13] might represent a reconstruction effect (in the Pech de l'Azé specimen, the posterior cranial
fossa is only partially preserved, but it is a key region to characterize early postnatal endocranial
development). Alternatively, the results of refs. [S12, S13] might represent a sampling effect: in
modern humans there is overlap in endocranial shape variation between neonates and young
infants, and similar overlap might have existed in the Neanderthals. Overall, thus, the evidence for
endocranial shape variation in Neanderthal infants was both sparse and fragmentary. – The
Dederiyeh infants (1.6 and 2.0 years) fill this data gap, and indicate that endocasts of young
Neanderthal infants were different from those of neonates (Figs. 1, S1).
- Methods of virtual fossil reconstruction. The methods of reconstruction used in previous studies
[S6] account for variation in the interpolation of missing regions in a given virtual reconstruction,
but do not account for variation resulting from alternative virtual reconstructions. As shown in Fig.
S1B, the amount of variation among independent virtual reconstructions is often larger than the
amount of variation represented by different interpolations of the missing endocranial regions of a
given reconstruction. This effect is considered here during the comparison of ontogenetic
trajectories.
- Landmark sampling density. Endocranial shape is quantified here with K=921 anatomical
landmarks (compared with K=307 landmarks in previous analyses [S12, S13]). The denser
sampling scheme permits better discrimination between group-specific endocranial morphologies.
Overall, our data indicate that Neanderthal endocranial development followed a two-phase
ontogenetic trajectory similar to that of modern humans (as first described in [S14]). However, the
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-

-

Neanderthal trajectory occupies a different location in shape space, indicating substantial
differences in endocranial shape already at birth, which persist throughout postnatal ontogeny.
Visualization of shape change. Endocranial shape change and shape difference was visualized
previously with TPS interpolation grids between “source” and “target” shapes, and with sourcetarget comparisons of individual specimens, visualized as “heat maps” [S12, S13]. The outcome of
the latter visualization procedure is sensitive to methods of source-target superposition, and to the
choice of individual specimens. Furthermore, the use of 2D-TPS grids for the visualization of 3Dshape change has been discouraged because “transformation grids render the space between the
landmarks, precisely where no data are available” (ref. [S15], p. 21). The method used here [S10]
circumvents both limitations: it is independent of superposition procedures, and it visualizes shape
change on the surface defined by the anatomical landmarks used for the geometric morphometric
analyses.
Statistical comparison of species-specific ontogenetic trajectories. Differences between
Neanderthal and modern human endocranial developmental trajectories have been evaluated
previously with forward and backward simulation strategies [S12, S13]. To this end, a human-like
developmental trajectory was applied backwards to adult Neanderthal morphologies, and a
truncated human-like trajectory was applied forwards to neonate human morphologies. The
simulated outcomes (neonates/adults) were then compared with actual neonate/adult Neanderthal
morphologies. This method has several drawbacks. As has been shown earlier, evolutionary
developmental shifts between species cannot be modeled straightforwardly by shifts of entire
developmental trajectories in shape space [S16]. Furthermore, endocranial ontogeny reflects the
combined effects of brain development and the development of the cranial base and face [S17,
S18], such that forward/backward simulations tend to conflate the potential effects of speciesspecific differences in brain development, and in basicranial and facial development. Comparison
of the direction of trajectory segments [S11] is a more focused procedure, which permits to
differentiate between the major factors mediating endocranial shape change (early phase: dominant
effects of brain growth and development; late phase: dominant effects of basicranial and facial
growth and development).
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